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Product Spotlight: UB Series Shot Pins
Sales Spotlight: Prime Systems Network
New Product Release: Auto-Indexing Dimpler

Product Spotlight: UB Series Shot Pins
For over two decades Welker has been the leader in producing
lubrication-free shot pins for diverse markets and industries.
Today, Welker has over 1,000,000 units in production around the
globe. The UB series shot pins are by far the most popular for
their simple integrated design, accuracy and repeatability. They
also provide the lowest cost of ownership and operation.
The UB series includes the UB2, with 24mm square ram, and the
40mm square ram UB4. They are available in 25, 50, and 75mm
stroke lengths, with standard NAAMS compatible base mounting
pattern. Anti-rotate ram enables the shot pins to handle offset loads, carrying multiple
locators and backups. A variety hole patterns are offered for mounting tool. Ram is
electrically insulated from the body and resistant to corrosion and weld spatter. Units are
equipped with safety orange steel shrouds to withstand harsh environments.
Applications for the UB shot pins include retractable locating pin, straight acting clamp,
part stop, probe slide and wedge lock.

Sales Spotlight: Prime Systems Network
Welker is represented in Ohio, West Virginia,
Kentucky and Western Pennsylvania by Ralph
McAllister, Ryan McAllister, and Dave Burkhart
of Prime Systems Network Inc. They have been
a part of the Welker Sales Team since 2009 and
bring over 25 years of manufacturing solution
experience to the table. Stop by the Welker booth at Fabtech to say hello or contact them
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New Product Release: Auto-Indexing Dimpler
The Welker Auto-Indexing Dimpler protects dies by minimizing
potential for multiple blank feeds in stamping operations. It prevents
sheet metal blanks from sticking together by producing a pattern of
small dimples in the trim edge that automatically index with the action
of the press. Suitable for aluminum, or cold/hot-rolled steels, the unit
requires no air, hydraulic or electrical connections. The Dimpler can
also improve plant safety by correcting the fan-stack effect on tailorwelded blanks. Click here for more info.

Upcoming Trade Shows
Welker will be at Fabtech in Chicago, November 18-21, booth #N2871. Check out our new
products and say hello!
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